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The third and final day of NAMUN at
the UNHCR committee started with a
motion to continue the discussion of
unregistered refugee crisis solutions,
followed by a motion about the
evacuation
methods.
Afterward,
measures of unregistered refugee
detection were debated. Once again,
the need for monitoring systems was
In the ninth session, Liberia gave the
motion to talk about possible resolutions
Motion to a
discussion
of the
for the protection of rights of
rights of
unregistered refugees. It was agreed
that
unregistered
refugees!
NGOs (non-government organizations),
government, and humanitarian
organizations should be obligated to work
together to provide assistance. Norway
introduced the foundation of a new legal
and judiciary structure as a solution.
Japan subsequently raised a motion for an
unmoderated caucus to complete the
General speakers started on with their speeches at the
beginning of the tenth session, which consisted of the
speakers’ invitation to create realistic solutions. A motion
was raised to start on the resolution paper in an
unmoderated caucus. In this caucus, the under-secretarygeneral gave feedback regarding the working papers.
As we were waiting for the resolution
paper to be approved, our chairs read
some gossips from the gossip box,
which was the last little fun bit we had
before NAMUN’21 came to an end.
The conference was finalized with the
closing ceremony, with hosts, Elif and
Ferit, speakers: Mrs.Saadet Roach, our
DG, Bahar, and SG, İdil. The awards
were given to delegates by each
committee’s chairs.

And that’s a wrap! We congratulate every delegate for their
outstanding performance. Thanks to each and every delegate,
our beloved chairs, Sezen and Kaan, our USG, Enes, and
rapporteur, Meltem for their contributions in making the
UNHCR committee the enjoyable and productive committee that
it is.
‘Till next year, NAMUN’ers!

A couple of
questions for
Norway
Q: Do you think you would use the tricks
and trades of MUN in real life? And if
so, what are they?

And
finally,
A: I would use the tricks of MUN
in real
life.
RussianI
As a matter of speaking, more the
confidently
can state that I use them in realFederation
life. I could
exemplify the most useful one as speaking
with formal MUN words and procedures. It
even helps in the oral parts of my English
Q: Do you think MUN changes your
exams.
perspective in life? If so, how?
A: Definitely, WE can, without any doubt,
state
gave in
usthe
a conference
whole new
Q:
Are that
thereMUN
any parts
perspective
of life should
both professionally
and
which
you think
be improved?
personally,
helped them?
me to evolve as a
How
can we it
improve
person and as a delegate.
A: I sincerely think NAMUN is great as it is.
Q: Would
you recommend
current
But
the unmoderated
caucuses
of high
the
school students
to participate
in MUN?
committee
sometimes
get highly tedious
but
If so,might
why? only be eliminated by chair
that
discretion which is not possible. You might
A: consider
Another making
question
I other
would
answer
also
some
committee
without
a
doubt.
I
would
definitely
advise
with THIMUN for starters.
everyone to join MUN because it, as I have
stated, gives everyone a whole different
perspective of life also develops their
language.
it is a
Q:
What And
was most
the importantly
most interesting
great
way
to
socialize
and
get
to
moment throughout all the MUNsknow
you
different
people
have
joined?
A: The costume party that took place in the
social was really different and interesting.
This was my fourth experience so I don’t
really have that many different experiences.
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